
Requirements for Ethical Human-AI Teamwork
• Requirements external to a team must be established to ensure a team can both establish 

an ethical foundational and maintain it through ethical interactions.  
• To ensure human-AI teams can be ethical, humans should partake in coursework regarding 

the ethical use of AI and a common baseline for AI ethics should be established.
• The interactions and outputs of a human-AI team should be evaluated to ensure they 

comply with internal ethical standards and external ethical regulations1.

Building an Ethical Human-AI Team through Teamwork Interactions
• Both human and AI teammates are going to possess ethical ideology that influence their work; 

however2, AI systems may share a common ideology for standardization.
• Teammates’ personal ideologies should interact with each other and be displayed through both 

principle during normal intra-teaming interactions and through practice during taskwork3.
• Ultimately, these interactions will form a common ethical ideology that is representative of a 

team’s ethical ideology4.
• Through continued participation in a team, the team-wide ethical ideology will influence the 

individual ethical ideologies of the teammates, which means AI should be able to adapt to the 
ideology of the team they have been placed on.

The Outputs of Ethical Human-AI Teams
• Internal teaming outputs, including mutual trust, shared understanding, and the shared ethical 

ideology, will help maintain team ethicality over time.
• External teaming outputs, including practical examples of human-AI teamwork and contributions 

to overall ethical climate, will help improve ethical human-AI teaming in society.
• These outputs will be produced regardless of the ethicality of a human-AI team; however, their 

quality will be reliant on the ethical quality of the team that produces them.
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